
Class Discussion Self-Evaluation

At the conclusion of the discussion, please complete this evaluation of yourself and your
classmates.

PART 1

Highlight the box in EACH ROW that best represents your performance. Please use the
comment space to explain your selection.

Novice Proficient Exemplary Comments

References the
Assigned Material

Rarely
demonstrates

understanding of
the assigned

material; does not
consistently

provide evidence to
support claims

Often
demonstrates

understanding of
the assigned

material;
contributes to the
overall discussion;
provides evidence
to support claims
most of the time

Clearly
demonstrates

understanding and
mastery of

assigned material;
contributes to the
overall discussion;
provides evidence
to support claims

Analyzes the
Material

Does not usually
go beyond mere

summarization of
the material; does
not consistently

address questions
or parts of

questions that
require analysis

Sometimes goes
beyond

summarization to
include analysis of

the material;
occasionally

organizes and
interprets the

material in new
and meaningful

ways

Consistently goes
beyond mere

summarization to
include analysis of

the material;
organizes and
interprets the

material in new
and meaningful

ways

Makes Connections

Occasionally
places information

in context; rarely
attempts to relate
new information to

what has been
covered previously;

few connections
between and

among material

Often places
information in

context; frequently
relates new

information to
what has been

covered previously
in the course and

makes
connections
between and

among material

Consistently
places information
in context; relates

new information to
what has been

covered previously
in the course;

makes
connections
between and

among material



Listens and
Responds to Others
in a Thoughtful Way

Needs to work on
listening/reading

skills; often
responds

inappropriately
and is not

consistently
respectful and

courteous

Usually listens to
others or reads
responses and

responds
appropriately; is
respectful and

courteous most of
the time

Listens to and/or
reads what

classmates say
and responds
appropriately;

moves the
discussion forward

and is always
respectful and

courteous

PART 2

1. What were your strengths? Please explain.

2. What, if anything, can you improve upon in the next discussion?



3. Who did an outstanding job during the discussion? What did you like about their
contributions?

4. Who asked a great questions(s)? Which question did you enjoy discussing the most?


